2020 Silver Horseshoe Application

Please encourage nominee to attend the District dinner to receive the
award in person. Depending on Covid-19 protocols there may not be
a dinner but an alternative presentation method. This is to be
determined and the district notified.
Please nominate a deserving adult or two!

(Often "older" {soon to be exiting} adult are nominated. Consider nominating a new,
upcoming adult to encourage continued support into the future.)

This is the only version of the form and it should be electronically completed and sent to:
eMail to:

wallypayne@comcast.net

Please save with the following name
2020 PEX Silver Horseshoe U### Person's first and last name
Sample: 2020 PEX Silver Horseshoe Troop 888 Bill Jones
where U### is Pack, Troop, Crew, or Team and ### is your unit number This will ensure saving each unique
award... Thank you.
The form has automatic font sizes that will automatically "shrink" when too much data is entered for the default
font. Typically this should not happen but it will if for example two (2) folks nominate the individual and both
names are keyed in.
The Description field will allow you to extend beyond the end of the visable box by automatically scrolling. If you
have a shorter comment, the final font size will be adjusted to fit the full description on the printed page.
Press the "TAB" button to go between fields.

As everyone knows, there is no free lunch. Each plaque has a
cost to hand produce...the wood, the patch, the materials to
sand and varnish, the glue and nails.
Each plaque costs slightly less than $10 to produce.
A $10 donation per plaque to the District would help ensure
District volunteers are reimbursed for the direct costs to
produce a plaque. Contact Steve Croff or Wally Payne if your
unit would like to make a donation. This is totally optional!
Thank you.

SILVER HORSESHOE AWARD
2020 PROGRAM YEAR
NOMINATION
Unit:

Name:
andidate

The Silver Horseshoe award is intended to honor an individual from each unit for either a single significant act or continuous
service in any given capacity to the unit during the past year (s).
This individual has significantly contributed to our unit by the following:

ominator
ail

Unit
Position:
hone

